
A Look at SigmaSoft's
Interactive Graphics
Controller
Along with high-resolution graphics, SigmaSoft’s board offers an eight-port
parallel interface and a RAM disk.

Kenneth A. Patrick Reprinted by Permission

If you are the owner of a venerable
H/Z89 or ’90, you belong to a group of
folks who’d rather fight than switch to an¬
other machine. In spite of the advances
in technology, this machine continues to
grace the workstations of those “in the
know.”

However, the siren song of high-
resolution graphics is threatening to
bring the ’89’s life cycle to a close.

Third-party vendors, though, are still
introducing hardware and software de¬
signed to keep the ’89’s obsolescence at
bay. Two years ago, SigmaSoft and Sys- J
terns introduced a parallel interface a
board with software to allow owners to •£
use less expensive (and faster) parallel °
printers. z

That card was just the first stage of a 8
much more ambitious project: a high- f
resolution pixel-graphics board. With its x

introduction in August of 1984, Sigma-
Soft gave ’89 enthusiasts an alternative to
trading up to an H/Z100 or H/Z150.

SigmaSoft’s Interactive Graphics Con¬
troller (IGC) is an add-on peripheral
board that expands the capabilities of the
’89. With each day of ownership, I’ve
found more ways to make it useful. It’s
not a dedicated device, able to accom¬
plish just a single task, but a useful exten¬
sion to the system, a tool.

SigmaSoft also markets an H8 version
of the parallel-interface board. The IGC
system can be installed in an H/Z19 as
easily as in the 89 and ’90. If you have a
Heath/Zenith terminal, that means your
H8 is not obsolete, regardless of
whether your H8 has an 8080 or a Z80
central processor unit (CPU). The instal¬
lation differs between the ’8 and ’89 ver¬
sions, but H8 owners can get all the ben¬
efits discussed in this article.

The ability to address single dots of
light on the screen (or picture el¬
ements—pixels) is just one of many
advantages you’ll gain with the IGC.

Let’s talk about the graphics first,
though.

The ’89 screen has a standard resolu¬
tion of 80 characters by 25 lines. Inde¬
pendent vendors offer several sets of
read-only memory (ROM) chips to con¬
trol the character set the ’89 displays.
Using one of these ROM sets with modi¬
fied graphics characters, a “medium re¬
solution” is possible: 160 by 50 address¬
able blocks.

These blocks might be referred to as
pixels, even though they are each made
up of many dots of light. Each character
on the standard 80 by 25 screen, how¬
ever, is made up of an 8-wide by 10-high
array of dots.

The ’89’s video board has enough ran¬
dom-access memory (RAM) to store a
single byte (eight bits) of data for each
character displayed, for 2,000 characters
in all. The video controller board creates
the character patterns using the charac¬
ter ROM as a guide (with a maximum of
256 different patterns).

To gain control of every dot on the
screen, you’d need a “bit" of RAM to in¬
dicate the on-off state of its correspond¬
ing pixel. Simple multiplication (80 x 25
x 10 x 8 / 8 bits per byte) indicates that
20,000 bytes of RAM would be required
to fully map the video screen.

To take that much RAM from the nor¬
mal workspace would be a hardship.
SigmaSoft’s IGC has its own RAM space,
a full 64 kilobytes standard; this can be
logically divided into three “pages" of
video memory. Software can select both
the page to be displayed and the page
upon which read/write operations are ef¬
fective.

What you get—the hardware
In the fall of 1984, a year after I saw

the prototype, I got my board, the third
one made, and only the second one in
regular production. Since it was still a
pre-release version, I got sketchy instal¬
lation instructions and an incomplete
user manual. Nevertheless, I had the
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new board running within two hours. If
you built your '89, installing this rig is a
piece of cake. If not, here’s a good time
to get inside.

There are three basic components: the
IGC board itself; a new auxiliary power
supply; and SigmaSoft’s now-venerable
eight-port parallel interface (which
mounts in one of the 89’s left-side expan¬
sion positions). Those who have already
purchased the parallel board can save
$95 on the IGC package.

The IGC requires six of the parallel
board’s eight input/output (I/O) ports,
leaving two for your own use. SigmaSoft
provides parallel printer driver software
if that’s how you wish to take advantage
of one of the ports. The parallel interface
board installs easily on the leftmost bus
connector. A single chip is removed
from the CPU board, and a cable from
the parallel board takes its place.

The power supply is recommended if
you have lots of boards in your '89
already. You have the option of deleting
it for credit, but why tempt fate by over¬
loading your existing supply? To install
the new one, you must remove your in¬
ternal drive and the large blue power
capacitor mounted in the base of your
machine.

I re-mounted the capacitor on the new
power-supply board, and the new board
eased back into the base plate like a knife
into its sheath. No soldering is required:

Graphics commands
In the descriptions below, the

name of each command is given first
in boldface, followed by a dash. The
form of the basic command is shown
in boldface; options follow im¬
mediately in italics. The form of a
command shown below (e.g., A for
Arc) is the minimum needed. IGC,
however, will also recognize longer
forms. (AR or ARC will also work.)
Except where noted with an asterisk,
an equal sign (=) may be substituted
for the x,y coordinates; this invokes
the current cursor position. Also,
using a number-sign prefix (#) speci¬
fies relative positioning rather than
absolute.
Arc—A x,y,rl,al,a2,r2,r3,...,m
Draw an arc (or series thereof). Draw¬
ing modes Erase and Toggle are hon¬
ored, as well as Scale.

Here, x,y is the radius center, al is
the starting “degree” of the arc (1-
360); a2 is the ending “degree,”
drawn counterclockwise; and
rl,r2,...,m is the radius of each arc to
be drawn.
Box—B xl,yl,x2,y2 xn.yn
Draw a box (or series thereof) based
on the coordinate pairs provided,
using the current line STyle and
Erase and Toggle modes.

you unplug the fan, plug its cable into
the new supply, and run a new cable
(supplied) back to the fan. Just replace
the drive and you’re done.

The IGC board is nothing less than a
work of art. Mounted on two stainless
steel hinged brackets, it neatly installs
horizontally between the front panel and
the CPU board, over the top of every¬
thing else. The hinged bracket allows ac¬
cess to your machine’s innards. (See Fig¬
ure 1.)

This location blocks the left air slots in
the cover, which might seem unwise.
But Clay Montgomery, the IGC’s de¬
signer, contends that it actually im¬
proves cooling. That’s an opinion others
share.

The IGC requires cable attachments
to your machine at several points. Again,
no soldering is required, just removal of
chips to allow cables to be plugged in.
(Needless to say, observe the standard
cautions to ensure you don’t zap any¬
thing with static electricity.) One har¬
ness has four plugs for the terminal
board, and another has a plug for the par¬
allel board. Both cables attach at the rear
of the IGC board to allow it to hinge.

As noted, the IGC comes standard
with one 64K bank of memory. You can
expand that to 128K by piggybacking
memory chips on top of one another—or
to 256K by putting in 256-kilobit RAM
chips.

Circle—C x,y,rl,r2,...,m
Draw a circle (or series thereof) based
on the center and radius (or radii)
supplied. Erase and Scale modes are
honored, STyle and Toggle are ig¬
nored.

Here, x,y is the center of the circle;
rl...rn is the radius of each circle to
be drawn.
CLear—CL
Clear all graphics pages to the cur¬
rently selected CLear style. (See
STyle.) Much faster than Erase, but
limited in styles and scope.
CUrsor—CU x,y or CU ON or CU
OFF
Control the graphics cursor, a cross¬
hair that automatically overlays your
graphics image. Used in developing
your own interactive graphics tools.
Display—DI p or DI s or DI p,s
Select one of three pages of graphics
memory to display on the screen.

Here, p is a number (0-2) repre¬
senting the screen to be displayed.
Some limitations exist for the various
hardware interlace options; s is an op¬
tional scan line number (0-255) from
which to begin display. The s allows
simple smooth scrolling or small ver¬
tical adjustments of the displayed
image.

If Display is used properly with

Being a guinea pig for the second pro¬
duction board. I chose to install my own
128K memory expansion. I recommend
that you let SigmaSoft install it for you.
The soldering, etc., is a pain. Besides,
you might end up with marginal chips as
I did.

The expansion buys you double the
IGC’s normal resolution for bit graphics
by allowing optional interlaced video,
and you can have 128K of RAM disk
rather than 64K. When the price came
down for 256-kilobit chips, I upgraded
my board for a rather effective RAM
disk, with the option for graphics and/or
spooling.

. . . and the software
Hardware freaks usually get lost in es¬

oteric solutions to electronic problems,
and forget Joe Average isn’t on the same
level. I bought a sophisticated serial/par-
allel/real-time clock board for my '89 sev¬
eral years ago. It took weeks to write my
own software to access the clock. 1 have
never tackled the parallel port for a print¬
er. Thus it was with some trepidation
that I opened the software guide for the
IGC.

No problem. SigmaSoft has broken
the facilities you need into three neat
software packages, included with the
board. These packages come in versions
for CP/M and the Heath Disk Opera¬
ting System (HDOS).

the Draw command, you can “hide”
the actual construction of a screen.
Just Draw your design on a page
that’s not being displayed on the
screen; then Display the page only
when it’s completed.
DOt—DO xl,yl,... ,xn,yn
Place a single pixel dot at the coor¬
dinates specified. DOt honors the
Erase and Toggle modes. Both
absolute and relative addressing are
available.
Draw—D p or D s or Dp,s
Select the video page on which graph¬
ics commands are to take effect. (See
Display.)
Erase—E xl,yl,x2,y2 xn.yn *
Erase one or a series of rectangular
areas on the current drawing screen.
Erase replaces all pixels in the de¬
fined area with the current PAint
style (whether or not that’s the back¬
ground color).

Here, xl.yl defines the upper left
comer of the rectangle; x2,y2 defines
the lower right comer.

Additional rectangles can be clear¬
ed with additional sets of four coor¬
dinates.
Get—G x,y
Get a video image “word” (16 bits)
from the address specified on the cur¬
rent drawing page.
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IG: and ICC:—These are HDOS and
CP/M modules that provide a high-
level interface to control the graphics de¬
vice. They are controlled by ASCII com¬
mands sent as if to a sequential file.

PD: and PDC:—These are HDOS and
CP/M high-speed pseudo-disk drivers.
Access to each is as though it were a stan¬
dard disk drive, complete with direc¬
tory. Under HDOS, you can even re¬
boot from the pseudo disk.

SP: and SPC:—IGC also comes with
HDOS and CP/M RAM spooler soft¬
ware that frees up your system during in¬
terminably long printouts. Under
CP/M, the driver actually intercepts
output to the logical LST: device and re¬
routes it to the spooler.

SigmaSoft provides printer support
software for both HDOS and CP/M-
80. Clever programming by SigmaSoft
provides H DOS-like device drivers
under CP/M, which even include the
SET command.

Each module has options to specify
which of your four possible memory
banks are to be used. The IG; module has
screen-dump support for most popular
printers, including IDS., Epson,
M.P.I., Okidata, Mannesmann Tally,
and C. Itoh printers, with more coming.

The CP/M drivers are installed into
RAM using SigmaSoft’s LOADD.COM pro¬
gram. This can place the module into
RAM above the operating system if you

Figure 1. The IGC
board can be flipped
up, allowing access
to your machine s
innards.

have reserved space for it; or it can place
it just under the operating system, ad¬
justing memory pointers accordingly.

You get a RAM disk
You thought this was a review of a

graphics controller, right?
Well, if you’re like me, you won’t use

graphics more than 25% of the time,
probably less; the rest of your time is

used for more productive things like
compiling programs, bookkeeping, etc.
Using software included in the purchase
price, the IGC can double as a very fast
RAM disk under both HDOS and
CP/M

There s nothing like seeing HDOS
boot in less than two seconds, or a PL/I
compile running at RAM speed, all in
total silence. One practical use I have is

GO—GO x,y
Set the “current’’ coordinate to the
defined pixel address.
Input—I Left or I Right
Read status from one of the two op¬
tional input devices (e.g., joystick,
trackball).
Line—L xl,yl,x2,y2,...,xn,t/n
Draw one or a series of lines between
the coordinate pairs specified, using
the current STyle, Erase, and Toggle
settings.
Mode—M+ (options} or M- (op¬
tions) or M= (options)
Set and clear various graphics-driver
settings. A prefix toggles the mode on
(+), off (-), or “exclusive” (=) (which
sets all other modes not mentioned
back to default settings).

The options are: P (Pixel) high-
resolution graphics mode; C (Charac¬
ter) normal text mode; I (Inverse)
same effect in graphics as H/Z19 and
’89 inverse video; A (Alternate) use
available alternate character set; E
(Erase) plot “black” dots instead of
white ones; and T (Toggle) reverse
the state of each pixel addressed.
Origin—O C or O B or O T
Define the coordinate system de¬
sired.

With C (Center), point (0,0) is the
center of screen; left is -x, down is -y.

range is (-320,-249) to (320,249).
With B (Bottom), the lower left cor¬
ner is point (0,0); right is +x, up is +y,;
range is (0,0) to (639,499). And with T
(Top) the upper-left comer is point
(0,0); right is + x, down is +y,; range is
(0,0) to (639.499). T is the same as the
100’s coordinate system; it’s not rec¬
ommended by SigmaSoft except for
compatibility.
PAint—PA xl,yl,...,xn,t/n *
Fill any outlined regular or irregular
polygon with the current PAint Style,
beginning at the coordinate(s) speci¬
fied. The object must be completely
outlined by a solid border, or the
PAint will “bleed.”

The state of the defined pixel speci¬
fies the color of the area(s) to be
PAinted, and the opposite color is
regarded as the border color. A new
feature is the ability to define a
private PAint pattern in addition to
the 49 STyles supplied. (See PAT-
tem, below.)
PATtem—PAT nl,n2,...,n7,n8
Set private bit-map pattern for PAint
STyle number 50; using an 8x8 dot
matrix, eight decimal numbers
specify separate lines of the pattern.
PRint—PR or PR p,s
Output the current display page to a
supported dot-matrix printer. Here,

p is the desired page to be dumped;
and s is the scan line from which
dump is to commence.
PUt—PU x,y
Write a binary' “word” (16 bits) at the
coordinate specified on the current
drawing page.
Reset—R
Reset the device driver to its default
settings.
SCale—SC x,y
SC can be used to re-scale objects
drawn using the relative addressing
option. All relative coordinates sup¬
plied by the program after this com¬
mand are rescaled by the supplied
factors. Absolute addresses will not
be affected.

Both x and y are integers. If x or y is
negative, the resulting image has the
appropriate axis “flopped.”
STyle—ST s0,sl,s2
Selects the styles of lines and fill pat¬
terns used by subsequent graphics
commands. Here, sO is the line style,
one of 12 (dots, for instance, or
dashes); si is the area paint styles,
one of 50; and s2 is the clear (rec¬
tangular) area styles, one of 4.
Test—T x,y
T returns a value of “0” or “1” for the
"black” or “white” state of the tested
pixel.
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Table 1. Comparative times (in minutes) for compiling and LINKing a PL/I-80 program
(under CP/M) with the program files on the Z37 floppy-disk drive and on the Interactive
Graphics Controller acting as a RAM disk.

PL/I-80 Compile Times
Source Drive Compiler Drive Elapsed Time

Z37 Z37 2:00
RAM Z37 1:15
Z37 RAM 1:48
RAM RAM 1:03

LINK Times
LINK Libraries Object Files Elapsed Time

Z37 Z37 2:54
RAM Z37 1:42
Z37 RAM 2:37
RAM RAM 1:03

to load my master file catalog into the
RAM disk while I’m doing my library
maintenance. I can scan the whole 120K
file with lightning speed, as many times
as I wish, using an ordinary search
utility.

How much performance can you ex¬
pect from the RAM disk? Even a 256K
RAM disk can limit you, since it is a fixed
resource. To make it most effective, 1
found it a good policy to place only my
most active files on the RAM disk.

A compile and LINK of a PL/I-80 pro¬
gram under CP/M is a good, reason¬
able exercise. By experimenting with dif¬
ferent files on RAM disk and alternating
the "default” CP/M drive. I got some
surprising improvements over the
floppy drive. The results are given in
Table 1.

You can’t boot the RAM disk (drive M:)
under CP/M, but you can log onto it as
the current drive. Under HDOS, the
drive is PDO:. Examining the RAM disk
with SZAP, a disk-dump utility from The
Software Toolworks, reveals that it pro¬
duces a convincing directors’ under
either operating system. Y’ou can con¬
figure the RAM disk to use up to 256K.
Or you can use selected 64K banks of the
IGC memory, to allow other banks to be
used for graphics and/or spooling. In any
case, you’ll see a significant im¬
provement in the speed of I/O using the
RAM disk.

And fast graphics
Enough about the RAM disk for now.

The IGC is billed as a graphics device,
and it fits the billing.

Having had a Z100 for the last two
years encouraged me to make com¬
parisons. Leaving the graphics aside,
most will agree that an '89 with a 4-
megahertz speed-up will run circles
around the TOO. It doesn’t matter
whether the TOO is running CP/M,
CP/M-86, the Zenith Disk Operating
System (Z-DOS), or even Newline Soft¬
ware’s TOO emulation of HDOS.

Mind you, I d never give up my TOO’s

32-megabyte hard disk, 8" drives, 768K
RAM, and all the other features the new
technology offers. The fact is, though,
that for much of my work I still prefer
the compact '89 with its 782K floppy
drives and high speed. But why should I
do without graphics?

SigmaSoft s board gives you superb
graphics. With the standard RAM, you
get 640 x 250 pixel resolution, a little bet¬
ter than the TOO. No color, just very
crisp monochrome. Each pixel is
addressable, but we ll discuss the soft¬
ware that does that later.

You've heard of interlaced video. I'm
sure. But if you’re like me, you have
never been sure exactly what it means.
That is in part because the term is used
ambiguously.

The IGC has two interlace modes. In
the simpler form, the image on the
screen continually shifts back and forth
vertically by a distance of a half a
pixel—giving you a much denser dis¬
play. The more sophisticated form of in¬
terlace not only does this shift, but also
causes the video controller to alternately
use two different segments of video
memory for display purposes. You can
have two quite different sets of pixels dis¬
played. The end result is a doubling of
vertical resolution, from 250 to 500 lines
in our case.

To take advantage of this capability,
your terminal hardware must be able to
display in interlaced mode. The stock '89
has the hardware; to display interlaced
video, all it needs is the firmware, a
ROM chip containing suitable program
code.

ingenious aftermarket suppliers have
solved the problem. You can get inter¬
lace-mode support from GraphNet Sys¬
tems’ Superl9 ROM, or from Software
Wizardry’s Ultra ROM. The IGC needs
such support to handle interlace; both
these ROMs are compatible with the
IGC. Photographs of the interlaced pic¬
ture (assuming appropriate exposure
times) exhibit remarkable resolution.

As a bonus, the IGC board also sup¬

ports the alternate character sets these
two ROMs allow. SigmaSoft offers one
character ROM that has script characters
as the alternate set.

(To aid in hardware/software debug¬
ging, the Superl9 ROM has a nice
“transparent mode” to display a file’s
control characters, rather than let the
terminal go berserk trying. Bob Willink
of Dallas, the author of SigmaSoft’s
ROM, has made a more specialized char¬
acter set for me. This set includes special
characters for the control characters.)

SigmaSoft plans to release another
ROM that can be used with interlaced
video mode It will feature only one char¬
acter set, but those characters will be
better formed, since they will have dou¬
ble the normal resolution.

Installing a new terminal ROM for
interlaced video capability is not the
final word for ultra-high resolution using
IGC. The cathode-ray tube (CRT) in
your Heath/Zenith computer has a very
fast phosphor decay. That means a pixel
quickly goes dark when it’s turned off.
Very quickly. In fact, so quickly that the
screen will flicker when you use inter¬
lace mode, since the dots are refreshed
only thirty times per second. Some
people don t mind the flicker, but most
do.

How do we resolve that problem?
First, don’t use interlaced mode. Sec¬
ond, a lower intensity on the screen can
alleviate some of the problem.

The only right way to do it, though, is
to replace your quick-phosphor CRT
with one like the Langley-St. Clair that
has a slower decay rate. For around
$100, you can have an amber medium¬
decay CRT (or a green slow-decay one)

that gives your '89 a whole new per¬
sonality. It may not eliminate the flicker
entirely, but it’s a big improvement.

Remember, though, a new CRT is not
a necessary upgrade; it just makes things
even better.

Use any language
Using IC; graphics is like falling off a

log. You use ASCII control strings; the
device drivers handle translation into
the machine-language code the graphics
board expects. This means you can write
in any language that can write an ASCII
file or print to the screen. I ve ex¬
perimented with Benton Harbor
BASIC, Microsoft BASIC, PIE, and PIP
on the HDOS side; and M BASIC, Turbo
Pascal, COBOL, and PLI-80 on the
CP/M side. All work equally well.

You can choose the language appro¬
priate to your application, and use the
very same graphics commands in all lan¬
guages. This is a plus over the “new”
Z100 and Z150 series that force you to
use Z-BASIC or BASICA for graphics.

Some of the advantages
By providing the IGC s software inter-
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face in his device driver. Clay Mont¬
gomery has made life a lot easier for pro¬
grammers. A common alternative is to
provide a software interface in a library
of compiled subroutines. An interpreted
application (such as one in BASIC) must
usually CALL the subroutines. This re¬
quires you to pre-load the subroutines in
a protected area of memory, prepare
appropriate lists of control information,
and use some form of CALL statement.

If you use a compiled language like
PL/I or FORTRAN, you must INCLUDE
these subroutines in the LINK step. A
copy of the subroutines becomes part of
your object module (.COM or ABS
file)—causing it to be significantly larger
than it otherwise would be.

If the interface routines need to be up¬
dated (to fix bugs, provide performance
improvements, or enhance capabilities),
compiled programs must be re-LlNKed
to INCLUDE the new subroutines. That is
a lot of work—and is impossible if you
purchased your application program
from a third party. So there are a num¬
ber of advantages to the IGC’s graphics
interface:

No special steps are required when
you compile and link your programs.

The graphics code causes no dis¬
proportionate increase in the size of your
programs. (However, available memory
may be decreased due to the resident de¬
vice driver.)

Universal language compatibility: any
program that can write to the screen or a
text file can incorporate IGC graphics
code.

Straightforward text commands mean
even PIP can put graphics on the screen.
Just send the file to PUN: under CP/M,
or to IC: under HDOS.

All graphics functions are supported
(including screen dumps) without so¬
phisticated user programming.

If SigmaSoft upgrades the software
support, you will be able to run your old

programs under the newer version. If
new commands are added, your old pro¬
grams still run perfectly all right without
them. If the execution of old commands
is speeded up, that’s taken care of in the
driver; your programs just run faster. In
any event, there’s no need for re¬
compiling user programs.

Simple graphics commands shorten
the learning curve for the new user.

The IC: and IGC: modules install them¬
selves dynamically, placing themselves
in memory appropriately for the size of
your RAM. You don't have to change
your operating system disks, and mod¬
ules are transportable to other users
with the same board.

Flexible graphics commands
The list of commands accompanying

this article shows the vast flexibility of
IC:’s graphics commands. The whole
scope is covered, from simple lines and
circles to complex arcs (using degrees,
not complicated radians) and a multitude
of elegant "paint” patterns.

Also, IG: is written to minimize the
number of commands and characters re¬
quired to get your job done. For in¬
stance, a single CIRCLE command can
draw numerous concentric circles of dif¬
fering radii, and there are “shorthand”
methods of re-using pixel addresses.

A flexible architecture
The architecture of the IGC is such

that the graphics are on a separate mem¬
ory plane from the character video, and
the graphics plane does not “scroll’’ with
the text plane. So you have independent
control of text and graphics. If the clear¬
screen command (ESC E) is printed to the
terminal, only the character data is
cleared; the graphics stay.

IG: also allows you to choose either or
both planes for display. In fact, you can
select one of up to three “graphics
pages,” each of which is addressable.

You can draw on one page while display¬
ing another, allowing for very smooth an¬
imation sequences.

You’ll find commands similar to Z-
BASIC’s GET and PUT to move graphic
objects around on the screen.

Lines are always drawn on the screen
from left to right, a minor irritation in
some cases.

It’s a snap for your programs to manip¬
ulate individual pixels using your lan¬
guage’s AND, OR, XOR, etc., logical oper¬
ators. (Compare two pictures, say, and
display only the differences.)

With IGC, you can address pixels both
by their absolute positions and relative
to your last position, to provide the most
flexible graphics available. There’s even
a SCALE command that makes en¬
largements simple.

A bonus of the IC: driver (in either op¬
erating system) is that you have a choice
of access modes: you can write to it as a
file (IG: in HDOS, and PUN: in CP/M),
or merely prefix a screen print line with
01 hexadecimal (CTRL-a, CHRSiOI in
BASIC).

You can also have your program save
its output to a file rather than sending it
to the IGC. This means that your elegant
graphics program (which takes two hours
to do its calculations) can make a text file
that can be displayed in graphics in sec¬
onds. Just copy the file to IG: at any time
you want.

The IGC’s design also makes for sim¬
ple debugging. I just prefix all graphics
PRINT lines with a variable named G$. To
debug, I set it to CHRStOO), the null char¬
acter. In that case, the text graphics com¬
mands are displayed on my screen.
Merely by changing Gs to CHRSiOl , the
same commands are interpreted by IG:
as pixel commands.

I’d like to see an extension to that for
controlling the printer!

SigmaSoft calls it Interactive, and that
it is. You get a graphics cursor built-in,

QUERY!3ISYOURKEY...
TOAWORLDOFINFORMATION!
Organize informationyour
way. . . easily, affordably
andsafely. Create the reports,
forms, invoices, letters and
tables ofyour dreams; andyour
requirements.Just sit back
and let your computer doall
the work. Query3 andsupport
software is, indeed,your key
to success. Includes mail list
option,MENU,easy-to-follow
letter-quality instructions,
help screens & 1 1 programs;
Create,Add, View, Purge,
Recover,Printer, Search, Sort,
Writer, Redesign andAutopro.
Andall for only $99.95.

Call 919/378-1050 with
Visa, MasterCard or Choice
number,or send $99.95
check or money order. COD'S
& PO’s accepted. Please
add $3.00 shipping& handling,
andNC residents add 4'/?%
sales tax.

jLtoyle & IHoyle
Softwareat Soft Prices.

716 S. ElamAvenue
Greensboro,NC 27403

919/378-1050
Available InCP/M, HDOS, ZDOS,

MSDOS&PCDOS.

Circle #114 on Reader Service Card
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with commands to place it. The GET and
PUT commands allow you to move blocks
of pixels.

Finally, you get an interactive device
port (parallel) with commands in the IG:
device driver to use it. You can choose a
joystick or trackball. With a small
amount of "guts level” programming,
you can even be on your way to writing
your own computer-aided design (CAD)
package using a mouse or digitizer.

So what s the value of all these graph¬
ics?

W'rite your own game programs in hi¬
res. How about a full-screen pixel¬
graphics editor, including trackball or
mouse? Design a plotter interface that
allows you to preview the plot before
committing it to paper. Include graphics
lines, shadings, and other features for
your business-application data-entry
panels. Create superb business graphics
on screen or on paper using standard lan¬
guage interfaces. (One thing I’d like to

see someone write is a program to con¬
vert Z-BASIC source code.)

Room for improvement?
Is ICC perfect? Not really. I had to

give up my old Superl9 escape sequence
to change character fonts. True, IG: has a
command to switch. But I’d like to have
the old terminal escape sequence, too;
it’s easier when you can just embed a
control sequence in a WordStar file.

When my ’90 had an unrelated power¬
supply problem, it was a real pain to
work around all the extra circuit boards.
I’d like to see some minor engineering
changes on the mounting brackets for
just a little bit more clearance.

In addition, my service technician
complained there was no easy way to e-
lectronically isolate the IGC board from
the system for diagnostic purposes.

Though it’s not SigmaSoft’s fault, my
white phosphor screen has too fast a
decay to be usable in interlaced mode,

and I really dislike amber phosphors
The standard green phosphor used in
Zenith units has a slower decay, but avery noticeable flicker is still present in
interlaced mode. I ve seen the medium¬
decay Langley-St. Clair amber CRT, and
it still exhibits a disagreeable flicker. Per¬
haps the slow-decay green is better. I’m
game for an external 15” or 19” high-
persistence monochrome monitor that
can really show the graphics off.

Clay’s software is a marvelous inven¬
tion. My complaints revolve around his
refusal from the start to make it emulate
the TOO s Z-BASIC graphics command
structure—or to use Digital Research s
Graphics Systems Extension (CSX) for
CP/M. Sure, some of his options, such
as the command for concentric circles,
are time-savers. But why isolate yourself
in your own language world?

I d rather lose some performance and
gain compatibility with Z-BASIC or CB-
80 programs already on the market. The

Sextant BACK ISSUES are loaded with articles about your
Heath/Zenith computer. Pick up the issues you’ve missed—
and get all the information about how your computer
system can work even better for you!
Here are some of the highlights of each issue:
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•CP/M The First
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• Understanding HDOS
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Reliability: Install the
Trionyx Motherfxiard
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most irritating omission is the ability to
specify aspect ratios for circles and arcs.
(You can work around that, though,
using Scale commands.)

Documentation, etc.
The manual is excellent. You get a

feature summary, complete installation
and configuration instructions, detailed
software descriptions for the IG: and PD:
drivers, an advanced programmer’s
guide to the hardware, a troubleshooting
guide, the warranty, and the parts list.
Many BASIC program examples are in¬
cluded, which should make transition to
ICC look like child’s play.

There’s little you won t know, or at
least be able to look up. My only wish is
for a couple of summary pages. It would
be nice to have a command summary
(sort of like the one I made for this arti¬
cle). And it would be nice to have a pat¬
tern page that identified each paint pat¬
tern, line style, and 'clear style' by name

and number. (You can get dashed lines,
as well as light and heavy densities of
dots. And when you clear the screen,
you can get the screen striped, white, or
gray, as well as the customary black.)

SigmaSoft’s warranty is of the stan¬
dard 90-day variety. It's written in plain
English, though—unusual these high-
tech days. SigmaSoft forewarns you that
most problems are either configuration
or software problems. I have installed
two boards now, and had one bad cable,
which was promptly replaced. The stan¬
dard software update fee is $10.

Simplicity helps
The most striking feature of the IGC is

its versatility. Originally intended to put
pixel graphics on your '89, Clay’s func¬
tional design provides for a very flexible
hardware peripheral.

Because the IGC uses simple, fast cir¬
cuits, no hardware handshakes are re¬
quired. The IGC can take anything a 4-

MHz CPU can throw at it. That makes
for fast, simple software interfaces.

Because the board is accessed through
a standard parallel interface, the on¬
board RAM is addressable without com¬
plicated bank-select algorithms. True,
that RAM can’t be used directly by the
CPU. But most programmers under¬
stand port I/O better than bank-select
techniques, anyway.

And look at the possibilities SigmaSoft
is already supporting with supplied soft¬
ware.

First, the board’s graphics are avail¬
able through IG: and IGC: device drivers.
The general ASCII sequential format of
the data required to drive IG: allows you
to write software in any language that
can write an ASCII file or print to the
screen.

Second, the die-hard can still choose
to address the IGC board directly
through port I/O for the ultimate in
graphics speed. The documentation pro-

Fall '83 (#7)
•Z 1 00 Software
Roundup—over 80
products for the Z100
• Make Your 8 Think
Like an '89—Only Faster
•dBASE II Comes to
Heath/Zenith •Index
Your HDOS Disks
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IBM-PC Software Run
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Z-BASIC Friendlier
• Megaby te Memory for
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• Microsoft Word and
Mouse: Do Thev Click?
•TMSI's H-1000: Grafting
an 8086 Onto Your 89
•WatchWord: Custom
Built for You and Your
Z100. Put HDOS
Commands on Disk

March-April '85 (#15)
•Salvage Memory
Contents Under CP/M
or MS-DOS •Quick
and Easy Graphs on
Your '100 and '150
•Another Approach to
Command Processing
Under HDOS

May-June '85 (#16)
•Great Graphics on
the T9 and 89 •Speed
Up Your TOO 50% • A
Critical Look at the
8088 • Date Your
HDOS Printouts
Automatically •Add
an Automatic Brightness
Control to Your '89

July-August ’85 (#17)
•ZDS Introduces Five
New Computers •Moving
Up to MS-DOS 2 •Add
Automatic Key Repeat to
Your '89 or T9 •Affordable
Graphics for the Z100 •
A Versatile Printer Driver
for CP/M
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vides you with the necessary control
codes.

Third, a sophisticated RAM disk is
easily implemented in either operating
system through those same port I/O
commands.

Fourth, excellent screen-dump utili¬
ties (in full graphics mode) provide a way
to make a hard copy of your graphics de¬
velopment.

Fifth, system productivity can be in¬
creased by using the included RAM
spooler software; it lets you output print
files at CPU speed, and the printer catch¬
es up while you continue your work.
(I’ve seen hardware versions of a 64K
buffer alone costing as much as $350!)

The future?
There are other possibilities. Sigma-

Soft is working on an alternate RAM disk
driver that provides compatibility be¬
tween HDOS and CP/M. Place the file
to be transferred in the RAM disk, boot
the other operating system, and copy the
file back down.

Also in the works is a high-res graphics
editor a la DR Graph, using the trackball
interface. Clay displayed his prototype
at a recent local Heath Users’ Group
meeting.

I’ve a few ideas for using IGC, too. For
instance, my disk-intensive word proc¬
essor races along at RAM speeds if the
document file is on drive M:. If you have
column-dependent data to enter, set up

the form in graphics RAM, safe from nor¬
mal clear-screen calls. I use it to edit
COBOL source code with PIE.

How do I rate it?
SigmaSoft’s Interactive Graphics Con¬

troller provides a cost-effective alterna¬
tive to trading in a perfectly good
H/Z90 (or ’89, or H8 with a ’19 ter¬
minal) for one of the more sophisticated
graphics machines.

As a bonus, you get a remarkable pe¬
ripheral RAM device, addressable
through normal parallel port I/O. Two
parallel ports save your printer dollars;
parallel printers cost less! The RAM-
spooler software increases system pro¬
ductivity and availability. Add in a
sprinkling of useful software, support for
popular graphics printers, dual charac¬
ter set support, trackball and joystick
support, and the ability to expand to
256K RAM when the price is right.

There’s no question this peripheral
beats all comers in the graphics world,
and makes itself useful on its off-hours.

If it appears that I am not objective,
sue me! I’ve used IGC for several
months now, and would be lost without
it. I must admit I m prejudiced, both for
the ’89 and the IGC.

In my book, it rates five stars. How
about five concentric circles, with
“tiretread” fill? Fifty bucks to the first
guy who implements Microsoft’s Flight
Simulator on it! (Provided I get a copy!)

Ordering Information
Interactive Graphics Controller: 64K
model, 128K model, , 256K
model, . manual only, $10. Include
$5 for U.P.S. shipping; Texas residents
add 6% sales tax. Specify H/Z89 or H8.
SigmaSoft and Systems
4488 Spring Valley, Suite 107
Dallas, TX 75234
214/392-1025

CRT replacements, $99 + $7 shipping.
Langley-St. Clair Instrumentation Sys¬
tems, Inc.
132 West 24th Street
New York, NY 10011
800/221-7070, 212/989-6876

Superl9 ROM, $49.95.
GraphNet Systems, Inc.
Country Lights Villas #1121
Bensalem, PA 19020
215/752-4604 or 215/376-5043 evenings

SZAP (Super Zap), $24.95.
The Software Toolworks
15233 Ventura Boulevard, Suite 1118
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
818/986-4885

Ultra ROM, $49.95.
Software Wizardry
1106 First Capitol Drive
St. Charles, MO 63301
800/862-8948 (orders), 314/946-1968

SPECIAL!
WRITE $99.95
Send $99.95 and this ad—Save $139!
write features include:

•Easy to use and learn•Trial print to screen: saves paper
•Fast single-letter edit commands•Recover files even after a system crash•Fast scrolling

write does underlining, boldface, propor¬
tional print. On-screen trial print lets you
experiment without paper. All edit com¬
mands are single-letter and changeable.
Normally $239, only $99.95 with this ad.
Save $139 for a limited time!

COMPAT
With compat, you can read,write, and format
over 75 CP/M-80, CP/M-86, and MS-DOS
disk formats. Make both your "A:'' and "B:"
drives different formats, and transfer files to
and from MS-DOS. Copy text files to your
friend’s computer. Only $95!

Software Essentials
This package contains a word processor,
printer program, database programs, and
more for only $124. For all MS-DOS and
IBM PC compatibles.

Software Anthology Series
7 CP/M disks, 1 MS-DOS disk. The tested
best public & private utility programs.
$32.50/disk.

Workman & Associates
112 Marion Avenue

Pasadena, CA 91106
(818) 796-4401

Ask for our free catalog. More product information
rushed on request. Please specify model of computer
when ordering. Add $2.50 for shipping COOs cheer¬
fully accepted!
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